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Governor Hughes Appoints
Pres. Richardson Chairman
Of United Nations’ Week

Dr. Thomas H. Richardson, President of Montclair State College, has been appointed Chairman of the New Jersey United Nations Week observance. It is the first year in which the Governor of the State, Richard J. Hughes, came late last month, with President Richard- son was present Tuesday, September 10, at the Montclair Col- lege, which Governor Hughes signed the proclamation which would make United Nations Week in New Jersey.

Harry W. Woldstein, president of the United Nations Association of the USA, New Jersey Division.

The highlight of the week’s programs will come with the state-wide celebration of the organization’s 21st anniversary on October 26, at Montclair State College. The program will open with a convocation, with The Honorable Clifford Case, Senator from New Jersey, as the keynote speaker. Case Senator will speak on “Can the UN Survive as a Factor in World Order?” Following the convocation there will be a coffee and donut sale, and a dramatic reading of the United Nations’ Charter, by an old Shakespearean actor who sometimes poses as a “wall” between the audience and the stage. The festivities will continue with an evening session.

The panel subjects have been chosen to reflect the ideals of the United Nations as well as topics of immediate interest to the people. The subjects to be covered are: “Why Should the U.S. Bear a Disproportionate Share of the Cost of United Nations?”; “Should American Labor Make a ‘Peace Movement’”.

“Fantasticks’ to Appear October 6, 7

The Fantasticks, New York’s longest running musical show is coming to Montclair October 6 & 7 at 8:40 p.m. in Memorial Auditorium. The Tom Jones-Harvey Schmidt musical will be performed by the cast of the National Touring Company of sixteen faculty members and returning students, under the direction of Dean Bobbcock. Babcock will repeat his role of the Boy’s Father, which he has played in the New York production for more than 1,700 performances.

The Fantasticks is one of the most warmly exciting and imagi-native musicals of our time and has been presented in more than thirty countries throughout the world. Many of the songs from the musical have become standards during the seven years run in New York, notably Barbara treisand’s record of “Much More,” "I’ve Got A Rain Rain," and “I Can See It,” and arrles Bel- fonte’s rendition of “Try to Re-member” of a young boy and girl, in The Fantasticks tells the story of love, love, and growing up under the watchful eyes of the boy’s father, who pretend to frown on the match but secretly delight at it. The cast of the story is a Narrator who sometimes observes the pass-ageway of the world to the Boy and Girl, who is nobly assisted by an old huckster, an actress, and an Indian with a cockney accent. It is also possible for one to catch a glimpse of a small statue, who darts about with his colored paper, confetti and sometimes poses as a “wall” between the audience and the stage. The cast of the “Fantasticks” is being produced for the University by David C. DeSalvo, Associate Professor of English. The performances will take place on the MSC campus during the week of October 6 & 7 at 8:40 p.m. in Memorial Auditorium.

Partridge to Deliver Keynote Address At Fall Convocation

Dr. E. De Alton Partridge, former president of Montclair State College, will deliver the keynote address at the Fall Convocation on Tuesday, October 4, at 10:00 in the Amphitheater, Dr. Thomas Richardson will preside at the event and award the twenty-two Bachelor of Arts and seventy-five Master’s degrees.

Fall Convocation at Montclair State College is an event of color and pageantry. It is one of the few times all members of the faculty appear as a group before their students. Dr. Richardson, who is currently President of the Far East Foundation, received his A.B. degree from Brigham Young University and his Ph. D. in Psychology from Teachers’ College, Columbia University. He was appointed to the faculty at MSC in 1927 and served as Dean of Instruction for four years prior to being appointed to the presidency in 1931. After leaving his position as President in 1964, Dr. Partridge travelled extensively throughout seven countries in the Far East and is active in the Far East Foundation.

Dr. Partridge will direct the college choir and Dr. Arthur Christmann will conduct the college orchestra during the convocation.

The students whose names are listed below have attained an average of 3.5 or better for full-time work of at least 12 semester hours in the regular division for the Spring Semester, 1966. Students who have made the Dean’s List have been invited to attend the Reception and Tea, which will be held in Chapin Hall on Wednesday, October 19, from 4:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Dr. E. DeAlton Partridge

Dean of College Recognizes Students For Achievement

Dr. Allan Moorehead, Dean of the College, has announced the names of those students who have attained an average of 3.5 or better for full-time work of at least 12 semester hours in the regular division for the Spring Semester, 1966. Students who have made the Dean’s List have been invited to attend the Reception and Tea, which will be held in Chapin Hall on Wednesday, October 19, from 4:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Students For Achievement (Continued on page 4)

Seniors (Continued on page 4)

Sixteen Professors Receive Promotions

D. Thomas H. Richardson, President of Montclair State College, has announced the promotion of sixteen faculty members. Promoted from associate professor were: D. Robert Beck, with Social Studies; Dr. Lawrence Brann, Education; Dr. Leonard Buchner, Psychology; Dr. Arthur H. Christmann, Music; Dr. Evan M. Malesky, Mathematics; Dr. Paul A. Gaeng, Foreign Languages; and Dr. John R. Beards, Librarian.

Promoted from assistant professor to associate were: Richard H. Koenig, Science; Miss Marie M. Frazee, Education; Donald B. Gregg, Education; Donald H. Martin, Fine Arts; Karl R. Moll, Speech; and Dr. Lois A. Moore, Social Studies, and Dr. Paul A. Gasen, Foreign Languages.

Promoted from assistant professor to assistant professor were: Robert H. Flynn, Science; Miss M. W. Brann, Education; Donald B. Gregg, Education; and Dr. Lois A. Moore, Social Studies.
Advanced Research Offered in Communist Countries

The Inter-University Committee on Travelling Grants announces opportunities for advanced graduate students, faculty members, and post-doctoral researchers to engage in study and research at institutions affiliated with American universities during the academic year, 1967-68. These exchanges are made possible by the intergovernmental agreement on exchanges with the USSR and agreements with the respective educational organizations in Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Yugoslavia. These exchanges are administered at the University Commitee on Travelling Grants by Dr. J. H. Beard, director of the Division of International Education.

Teacher Shortage Hits N.J. Schools

An unexpected shortage of teachers has hit many New Jersey school districts this year, partially because of the pending New Jersey Education Association Travel Grant Conference at Montclair State College. They blame the shortage on the shortage of language teachers which is serious also in elementary and secondary schools. Applicants must be affiliated with American universities or colleges. The deadline for submitting applications for the 1967-68 conference is November 1, 1966.

Teacher shortage is a national problem. The Group's meeting hours are Thursday, September 29, 1966, 4:30 p.m. Please attend this meeting. Any students and faculty members interested in attending are welcome.

Graduate Schools Welcome MSC Students; Apply Early for Applications, Grants

Every year increasing numbers of Montclair seniors go on to graduate school. However, many are still behind the other provinces in proficiency in the language. The exception of those applying for the summer exchange is November 1, 1966. For additional information, write: Howard Mehlberg, Inter-University Committee on Travelling Grants, Room 226 College Hall, Montclair State College, Montclair, New Jersey. 4,048.
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Gladstone To Be Photographer For
1967 LaCampana

Nancy Skirka, editor-in-chief of La Campana, has announced that Gary Gladstone, a professional photographer, has been contracted to photograph for the coming year.

Mr. Gladstone, a free-lance photographer for Time and Life magazines, recently had a display of his work in the Time and Life Building in New York City.

Mr. Gladstone will be responsible for the candid photographs of this year’s yearbook. He will also cover sports events and the full proceedings of Homecoming including the floats, football games, and dances.

Photography Schedule

Miss Skirka has also released the following photography schedule, which we will provide for each picture.

Monday, October 17
9:00, Iota Gamma XI, Sneak Box Dinner; 10:30, Alpha Chi Beta, Cafeteria; 9:30, Alpha Chi Beta, Cafeteria; 9:45, Kappa Sigma Phi, Cafe­teria; 10:00, Gamma Delta Phi, Cafeteria; 10:15, Psi Chi, Cafe­teria; 10:30, Gamlaugh, Women’s Lounge (lower Life Hall); 10:45, Dalphac, Life Hall Lower Lounge; 11:00, Senate, Barbecue Pit (Life Hall); 11:15, Delta Sigma Chi, Barbecue Pit; 11:30, Theta Chi Rho, Back Stage Door (Mem. Atrium); 11:30, 20th Choir, Donham; 11:35, Alpha Phi Omega, Service Fraternity Office; 11:45, Pho ­ nie, Senior Class; 11:50, Freeman Reading Room; 12:15, Omega Phi Delta, Life Hall Lower Lounge; 12:30, La Campana Office; 1:45, Kappa, Panzer Foyer (lower Panzer); 2:00, Phi Sigma Epilon, Library/Steps; 2:15, Lambda Om­egamata, Library Steps (adjacent); 2:45, Sigma Delta, Mall Area opp. C.H.S.; 3:15, J. A. Guild, Amphitheatre; 3:30, Delta Chi, Amphitheatre; 4:00, Adelphes, Bleachers (Sprague Field); 4:15, Booster Assoc., Bleachers; 4:30, Lamb­da Chi Delta, Swimming Pool (mug shot); 4:45, Pho Lambda Sprague Field (taken from bleachers); 5:00, Phi Epilon Kappa, Proctor Steps; 5:15, Or­chestra, During Rehearsal.

Tuesday, October 18
9:00, Kappa Rho Upsilon, Swimming Pool Area; 9:15, Fine Arts Dept. (new equipment); 9:30, Judo Club, Founder Party; 9:45, WBA, Free­zer Gym stage play day); 10:00, Delta Theta Psi, Amphitheatre; 10:15, Dist. Ed. Club of Amer. Amphitheatre; 10:30, Phi Omega Pi, Amphitheatre; 10:45, Delta Psi, Amphitheatre; 11:00, Protestant Foundation, Amphitheatre (stage area); 11:15, American Club, Amphitheatre (stage area); 11:30, Christian Science Theta Chi Beta, Library (down­stairs smoking lounge); 11:45, Theta Delta, Mall Area opp. Col­lege High School; 3:00, Mu Sigma, Mall Area opp. C.H.S.; 3:15, I. A. Guild, Amphitheatre; 3:30, Delta Chi, Amphitheatre; 4:00, Adelphes, Bleachers (Sprague Field); 4:15, booster Assoc., Bleachers; 4:30, Lambda Chi Delta, Swimming Pool (mug shot); 4:45, Pho Lambda Sprague Field (taken from bleachers); 5:00, Phi Epilon Kappa, Proctor Steps; 5:15, Or­chestra, During Rehearsal.

Official Plans Set-Up New Traffic System; Parking Lot Construction Delayed

The Maintenance Department and the Business Office would like to thank the entire commuting student body for its excellent cooperation in dealing with the current parking crisis at Mont­clair. Unfortunately, rain has completely halted all work on parking lots which will eventually accommodate nearly 400 additional vehicles. Letts which were scheduled for completion September 19th, must necessarily be postponed until the ground has drained sufficiently to permit heavy tonnage rolling equipment to operate.

Until lots under construction are completed, traffic regulations will be revised on a day-to-day basis. Maintenance personnel will direct traffic to open parking areas and to areas which are normally parking areas. Recognizing the present difficult conditions, parking tickets will not be issued unless cars are parked in such a manner as to obstruct traffic flow.

Roads, for example, will not be available for parking until open areas are completely filled.

Before traffic regulations are again enforced, warning tickets will be issued on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday for everyone to readjust to normal patterns. In order to help alleviate evening traffic congestion, the map above indicates an alternate to the Normal Avenue and Valley Road route to the Mont­clair and/or Newark area.

73 Faculty Members Join

(Continued from Page 1)

of Brown, Supervisor III, Assistant Director; Martin Brown, Associate Professor, Education; David R. Bahnson, Associate Professor; II, English; Anne C. Castens, Professor of Education; Casten’s Director of College High School; J. Anne Castens, Assistant Professor, Fine Arts; Francesco M. Cordasco, Professor, Education; William A. Cuff, Associate Professor, Ed­ucation; Majieki jurega; Jay H. Goff, Associate Professor, Fine Arts; J. C. C. K. Sub­stitute, Professor, Education.

Also, Andrew Demasopoulos, Associate Professor, Mathemat­ics; Domenica Desideriosello, Associate Professor, II, Foreign Language; Foreign Language; Mathematics; Professor II, Social Study; English; Robert Garfunkel, Assistant Professor, Mathematics; Benard A. George, Assistant Registrar; Gail P. Garthard, Assistant Professor, II, Science; Curt Gottschall, Assistant Professor, Mathematics; Emard E. Hamdan, Assistant Professor II, Science; Frank B. Hansen, Associate Professor, Physical Education; Averill O. Hauben, Assistant Professor II, Social Study; Commerce; George D. Hess, Associate Professor, Education; Sophia I. D’idunwood, Assistant Professor II, Social Studies; George II. Education; Health and Physical Education; Marie S. Juter, Assistant Professor II, Business Education; Gilbert Kahn, Professor, Business Education; Jane E. Krum­acher, Associate Professor, Education; William W. Kuchen­best, Assistant Professor, Mathematics; Also, Gerhard Lange, Associate Professor II, Social Studies; Science; Anne hay, Professor Education; Audrey J. Lee, Assistant Professor II, Mathematics; Economics; Science; Robert M. Swerdlow, Associate Professor II, Industrial Arts; Virginia Vida, Assistant Professor II, English; Emily T. Waters, Assistant Professor II, Music; Russell Wells, Assistant Professor, Music; James M. L. White, Graduate Assistant, Physi­cal Education; Robert T. Williams, Associate Professor, Education; Thomas J. Will, Assistant Professor II, Music; and Nancy N. Woodford, Assistant Professor II, Home Economics.
Cold Feet and Hot Heads

On September 13, President Richardson conducted a meeting of student leaders to which we were privileged to be invited. The major problem discussed at the meeting was concerned with the critical parking emergency which has developed on this campus. Never before have students of the college been made aware of the genuine concern and frustration that surrounds the parking situation.

Student comments have been heard on all parts of the campus recently placing fault in everyone from President Richardson, to Mr. McGuire, to the drenched traffic directors who have undoubtedly directed cars to park in every available nook and hole. Comments were even heard such as: "Wait until the Montclarion comes out Friday and they'll blame this time?"

We thank these student representatives for recognizing us as a source of opinion on campus but we can no longer place the blame on any one cause. The college has worked long hard hours trying to keep the traffic flowing and the weather raising too high. Mr. Calabrese has done all in his power to secure the state funds necessary to build and keep buildings and roads new and wide. He has it time proper recognition and thanks be rendered those two men who have worked so untiringly.

The parking situation was intolerable last year and supersedes any printable description at the present. The blame for this situation can and must be placed on the state officials who have controlled the financial reins of this college from their far-off, warm, dry offices in Trenton (which incidentally has very little mud). These officials have made it abundantly clear that sufficient parking areas are available on campus. Who's kidding whom? A college cannot operate on the face of it. (300 faculty members, some 300 faculty members, uncounted staff members, many far exceeding last year's figures) can park in areas barely increased during the summer. We have been promised a new 24-car lot behind Finley Hall which we now have but improper state supervision of its contracts has failed to produce the lot in time for school opening. But don't tell anyone in Trenton; those state officials, constantly planning ahead, are too busy destroying two parking lots—one for the addition to Panzer Gymnasium and one for the new speech building.

The time has come, however, for something to be done about this intolerable situation. Unfortunately, something must be done by the students and faculty to make Trenton understand that such matters as parking areas are available on campus. Who's kidding whom? A college cannot operate on the face of it. (300 faculty members, some 300 faculty members, uncounted staff members, many far exceeding last year's figures) can park in areas barely increased during the summer. We have been promised a new 24-car lot behind Finley Hall which we now have but improper state supervision of its contracts has failed to produce the lot in time for school opening. But don't tell anyone in Trenton; those state officials, constantly planning ahead, are too busy destroying two parking lots—one for the addition to Panzer Gymnasium and one for the new speech building.
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The time has come, however, for something to be done about this intolerable situation. Unfortunately, something must be done by the students and faculty to make Trenton understand that such matters as parking areas are available on campus. Who's kidding whom? A college cannot operate on the face of it. (300 faculty members, some 300 faculty members, uncounted staff members, many far exceeding last year's figures) can park in areas barely increased during the summer. We have been promised a new 24-car lot behind Finley Hall which we now have but improper state supervision of its contracts has failed to produce the lot in time for school opening. But don't tell anyone in Trenton; those state officials, constantly planning ahead, are too busy destroying two parking lots—one for the addition to Panzer Gymnasium and one for the new speech building.

A Step Further

The two articles in this issue by Montclair State graduates who have gone on to Graduate work should be a welcome sight to many students on this campus. Although the authors do not write articles themselves, they are "brainstormers" to the problem of entering a Graduate School; they do provide somewhat of an insight to Graduate work. It is disappointing that the large majority of the students in this college do not put a "bracket" around the vast number of opportunities in the graduate school field. It is even more disappointing to know that the college itself does not put a stronger accent on Graduate Studies. It is true that many departments who now do stress Graduate opportunities; however, there are those very many departments which do not.

There are many professors who teach with this in mind; however there are still many more who do not allow their students to enter into their teaching or into the minds of their students.

The opportunities slipped in the Graduate field are numerous. They can provide the student with assistantships, fellowships and scholarships which can offset the cost of Graduate work. There is an evergrowing acceptance upon Graduate work as being necessary. It is not becoming easier to be accepted, it is becoming easier to find an acceptable college with facilities and strong Graduate research.

We urge the student body to look into the possibilities of Graduate School. We also look to the college to provide the opportunity and the student body to actually acquire the information needed in entering a sound Graduate program.

U. N. Day—An Opportunity

We of the Montclarion wish to congratulate President Richardson upon his appointment as Chairman of this year's New Jersey United Nations Week observance. President Richardson's appointment brings the college a great honor and also a great opportunity. The nature of the celebration and the caliber of the participants provides the opportunity for Montclair State to mark its place in the academic community. The celebration also gives the students an opportunity to actively take part in a program which would provide them the usual amount of intellectual stimulation. The panels, speakers, and discussions will provide the student with an opportunity to evaluate the United Nations, and its position in the changing world. The program can also serve as a step to expanded campus activity in an intellectual vein. Such a program could lead to weekend seminars in the arts, sciences, and other phases of the humanities. All of this will add to the student's acceptance of the intellectual challenge presented by college. All of this will add to the student's total view of the world and aid in his understanding of those about him and himself. We hope that each student will participate some portion in the program and will grasp the opportunity to extend the educational offerings of
MSC vs. UCLA

IT'S YOUR SGA

Foremost in the minds of most of our students today is the parking situation. The present parking facilities are inadequate, to say the least, despite assurances given to me during the last week of September that a decision would be made before September 15.

Who is to blame? Being a state college we rely on state funds and state control. This is the reality of the situation whether we like it or not. The state is not responsible in itself or behind the field of higher education that will take time to catch up if they decide that that is what they will do.

The state's campuses are not responsible for the situation; rather, it is those who have been holding the reigns, or rather noose, for higher education at a state level.

I am asking all of you to be patient with the members of our administration. They have been working extremely hard in this area. Perhaps we should all go to Trenton some morning before eight and park in every available parking spot. That is when the legislature arrives they will be experiencing a problem with which we are all too familiar.

The liner in the cafeteria during the evening is an example to point where many students are doing a reasonable job and do not have the financial means to buy one.

The SGA food committee met yesterday to deal with this problem and to present their suggestion. The results are not available as of this writing.

With the inadequacies of form and space we might ask why the state could object to the purchase or rental of off-campus houses by fraternities and sororities. This may not be possible in the near future but perhaps many Greeks would like to know if they can begin saving for houses. This still may not be possible because of other problems. United I believe we should begin to study the situation. Life Hall on weekends - what interested? Commuters! Look for a monthly mailing to your door that lists what the SGA is doing and what you can do to help it. If you have not signed your pledge cards for Mars and you have not bought your pledge cards...If you have not signed your pledge cards for Mars and you have not bought your pledge cards...

DEAN'S LIST

(Continued on page 1)

hageway, Physical Education; K. Jean Hosking, Vice Principal; Catharine L. Benda; Education; Joyce Mallon, English; Dora Martinez, Spanish; Rita West, Foreign Languages Ed.; James M. F. Stowe, Sociology; Vincent L. Ford, History; Margaret McCollan, English; Patrick McLain, Mathematics; Wen-dy S. Shaffer, Social Science Education; Stephanie Michael, English; Mary Miller, French; Charles Maher, Physical Education; Bonnie K. Dorn, Monophy, French; Frederick Montagna, Science; Catherine N. Pegg, English; Susan R. Bus- nes Education; Carolyn Nes-dle, Latin, Susan Nelson, Business Ed. in- Baldwin, English; Rose Payne, Business Education; Rose- mary Guzzo, Business Education; "Phyllis Haney, Music; Patricia Hansen, Home Ec.; Deans Curriculum, English; Patricia Harrist, Math; Nancy Hugill, Business Education; "Catrina Is- ciano, Physical Education, Martin- ian College, English; Frank Finn, Music; Richard Fried, Social Science Education; "Gayle Francini, Science; Andrew Knopp, Art." Barbara Heide, Math; Roberta Herbi- ein, Physical Education; Joan Heide, Mathematics; Kelvin, Physical Education; Marian- yl Skolof, Physical Education, "Sheila Paggen, Spanish; Louis Fa- niels; Social Science Education; Jacqueline Pantich, English; Diane Pan- nullo, Speech; Diane Pannullo, English; Dorothy Parce- nalli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nalli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Speech; Richard Keenan, Physical Education, "Sheila Paggen, Spanish; Louis Fa- niels; Social Science Education; Jacqueline Pantich, English; Diane Pan- nullo, Speech; Diane Pannullo, English; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce- nelli, Science; Dorothy Parce-
Hughes Appreciates (Continued from Page 1)
desi and South Africa, admis­
son of the role of private American groups in aid­ing the underprivileged people in the world.

The dinner meeting will fea­
ture a speaker distinguished in the field of Contemporary Amer­
ican Thought. The opening re­
marks will be given by Dr. Richard
Hughes.

At a meeting of campus stu­
dent leaders held on September 10, 1966, President Richardson called upon the students of Mont­
clair State College for their sup­
port. Williams, attending the program, the panels will con­
sist of Montclair State College students, outside speakers, and guest students form other rol­
ing. The better Montclair student

(Continued from Page 2)

Graduates at the University of Iowa in 1959. Undoubtedly, the ad­
mission standards at Montclair b­
have increased in the past since that time and, if examined today, would probably reflect a more favorable picture.

There are two important im­
portant aspects of the report (1) Montclair students generally have a better-than-average grade point average, however, most do not. The implication is that "We cannot compromise on the grade point average (I.Q.) and (2) Those who go into teaching after graduating from Montclair State College for their sup­
port.

OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING POLICY

1. The College reserves the right to inspect and approve rooms and apartments occupied by students.

2. Students living off-campus are required to notify the College of their addresses. This is done by completing the proper cards at fall registration.

3. Changes of address during the school year should be reported promptly to the Student Personnel Office.

4. Students living off-campus are to maintain good health and personal hygiene.

5. The College does not charge for off-campus housing.

6. Montclair State College students are not to be accommo­
dated in the same house.

7. Students living off-campus are encouraged to re­
maintain the same residence throughout the school year. The College makes every effort to maintain a cordial rela­tion­ship with the housemates. Thus these students should be expected to move in and out of the residence and the school year even though vacancies may occur. Exemptions can be made in the case of marriage.

8. The College observes the New Jersey law against dis­

9. The College reserves the right to inspect and approve rooms and apartments occupied by students.

10. The College makes a determined effort to assist students in finding housing but cannot be held re­spon­

Graduate students are eligible for Graduate Fellowships which are awarded on the basis of scholastic achieve­ment and financial need. The Fellowships are granted to students who are already enrolled in the Graduate School and who are continuing in the same field of study.

The better Montclair student

(Continued from Page 2)

LITTLE FALLS, N. J.

Where Good Friends Come to Eat and Meet

Little Falls, N. J.
CAMPUS HIGHLIGHTS

Mary Carl
Mary Gertrude Carl, 21, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James M. Carl, 3085 17th St., Sacramento, has been awarded a Diploma of Award, a Pretty Johanna Groenhoff, and a scholarship for graduate study abroad in German, including study programs in Vienna, Paris, Madrid, and Freiburg.

Ms. Carl has been born in Amsterdam, Holland, and lived there 12 years later. She is a 19-48 graduate of Montclair State College, where she was a member of Delta Omicron Pi, Mallory Hall; Sigma Delta Pi, Fine Arts; 3:00, Junto. Mallory Lounge; 10:45, Society for Surveys and Public Relations Assignments. Contact Inter-Faith Council, Aldornia, Library (inside-main floor of Admin. Bldg., facing women's dorms; 1:15, Eta Sigma Phi, Front of Music Bldg.; 1:30, Gamma Theta Upsilon. Its students come from nearly 75 countries and have a total of 17,000 members.

Ms. Carl is a past-president of Montclair State College Administrators and is a past-president of the Inter-Faith Council.


ducting undergraduate foreign study programs. Its students come from more than one hundred and universities. In addition, the Institute offers courses for those without strong ability in German, intending to become proficient in the language.

Johanna Groenhoff
Born in the land of windmills, Johanna Groenhoff, 300 Carl Ave., Point Pleasant Beach, New Jersey, is flying faster than the wind as assistant professor and Pan American World Airways stewardess.

The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hendrik G. Groenhoff, 300 Carl Ave., Point Pleasant Beach, is a recent graduate of the air line's International Stereoworks College in Miami, Florida. She is being paid a gold and diamond uniform, and is serving passengers from New York to London aboard the R.M.S. Queen Mary.

Dr. T. S. Eliot's verse play, Murder in the Cathedral, will be performed by the Montclair Players in the Memorial Auditorium as part of the annual Drama Festival. The program for the festival will be held in the Memorial Auditorium on November 10th.

Name Castens
CHS Director
Dr. Thomas N. Richardson, president of Montclair State College, announced the appointment of Dr. Anne Cole Castens as director of Montclair High School. She succeeds Miss Jean Ford, who will go in the fall to Rutgers University.

Life Hall. Life Hall was built for the Students Government Association, and has a total of 1800 students on campus. The Student Government Association office is located on the second floor of Life Hall. See your Student Government Office, 215 ramps, and Spanish American literature from Columbus University.

Puerto Rican Tour Offered
Dr. Thomas Richardson, President of Montclair State College, has announced a Christ-PUERTO RICAN TOUR OFFERED

Players 1966-77 Season
States Three Productions

With its 1966-77 season, Players of Montclair has set a high standard of excellence, and the 1966-77 season will be no exception. The Institute of European Studies, under the direction of Dr. T. S. Eliot, has been very active in the theater, and the following productions are scheduled for this season:

1. Tartuffe, by Moliere, directed by Dr. Castens.
2. Theatre of the Absurd, directed by Mr. Johnson.
4. The Caucasian Chalk Circle, by A. Chomski, directed by Mr. Johnson.
5. The Importance of Being Ernest, by G. K. Chesterton, directed by Mr. Johnson.

The Montclair Players are a professional theater, and the following productions are scheduled for this season:

1. Tartuffe, by Moliere, directed by Dr. Castens.
2. The Theatre of the Absurd, directed by Mr. Johnson.
4. The Caucasian Chalk Circle, by A. Chomski, directed by Mr. Johnson.
5. The Importance of Being Ernest, by G. K. Chesterton, directed by Mr. Johnson.
Lucenko To Head Soccer Team

The appointment of Leonard Lucenko as head coach and Track Coach at Montclair State College has been announced by Henry Schmidt, Director of Athletics.

Lucenko, who comes to M.S.C. from Pratt Institute, will be succeeding John McKeeon. McKeeon resigned in June to take a position at East Stroudsburg State College.

The new Indians' coach is a graduate of Temple University and holds a master's degree from New York University.

An outstanding athlete at the Franklin High School in Philadelphia, Lucenko won letters in soccer and baseball. He captained the Franklin team during his junior and senior years and was a Greater Philadelphia all-star selection in soccer for two years.

At Temple, the new M.S.C. coach played three years of varsity soccer and captained the York University dance team in his senior year. He was an All-Middle Atlantic Conference first team selection in his senior year.

In addition, Lucenko also lettered in track at Temple.

Lucenko coached the freshman soccer team at Hunter College for one year following graduation in June, 1961 through June, 1965, he coached soccer, basketball and baseball at Bronx High School.

After coaching Pratt's freshman team to an 8-1 record in 1965 and piloted two teams to NCAA Eastern Regional eligibility, he moved to New Jersey. In his senior year at Pratt they finished as the NCAA Eastern Regional Champions.

In addition, his coaching, Lucenko has been active as a soccer referee and one of the members of the Philadelphia soccer officials, Elizabeth Urkanians and Newark Urkanians.

This past season he played with the Newark Urkanians, an American soccer League team, and with the Montclair Urkanians. He was a Greater Philadelphia all-soccer selection in his senior year.

The series:
- 1936 Montclair State 18, East Stroudsburg State 0
- 1938 Montclair State 7, East Stroudsburg State 5
- 1939 Montclair State 8, East Stroudsburg State 0

In addition to his coaching, Horn will be an Associate Professor of Physical Education. He has been active in basketball and track at Boys High and has captained the hoop squad in his senior year. He participated in the same three sports at Albright College.

Horn, a veteran of four years service with the U.S. Marine Corps, has coached at Columbia College, Wesleyan College and the University of Florida. He served with the U.S. Marine Corps during World War II and was a member of the first team defensive unit.

Horn will be an Associate Professor of Physical Education.